In celebration of the World Veterinary Day on 29 April 2017, the Heritage Committee of the SAVC thought it well to launch a second Veterinarian of the Year venture.

The response was so impressive and wide ranging that Council declined to adjudicate but rather decided to celebrate all the nominated professionals. Congratulations!

It is both humbling and inspiring to be able to rub shoulders with such veterinary and para-veterinary heroes in the Animal Health Team and we invite you to see who was nominated - and why - at the following link:

[LINK](#)

May their leadership, love, integrity, drive and professionalism inspire us all to respect each other more each day, and to reach higher heights in our own journey!

Kind regards

Anne de Vos
Chairperson, Heritage Committee

Members of the Heritage Committee: Black Veterinary Forum; South African Veterinary Association; Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and SAVC